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Reply to reviewers’ specific comments (in quotes, their line numbers refer to original
manuscript); our response in plain text, line numbers refer to revised version)

Reviewer 3:

"First, it would be helpful and good to formulate a proper hypothesis and describe
better the aim and objectives of the study. At the moment the authors state that the
study evaluates current sources and relative quantities (not sure if that is correct as you
determine relative contributions but not quantities as a quantity is defined as amount or
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number of a material) but I think it would be helpful to be more hypothesis driven and
test a specific process or mechanism."

Changed as per lines 30-35 in revised version.

"Is the idea of such an assessment not to identify the problems and then report the valid
and acceptable data? I have no strong feelings, but I think that chapter (3.1 Outliers)
does not add to the paper. If the authors want to keep that chapter, then maybe it would
be beneficial for the reader to make clearer what we have learnt from it and how we
can prevent it in future."

We respectfully disagree with this perspective. First, even though much has been
learned much about how to control Pb contamination during seawater sampling, this
understanding isn’t very well diffused throughout the ocean geochemical community,
even amongst trace element analysts. If we have been asked at the outset, we would
have recommended extensive testing of the sampling system for Pb before the cruise.
But this wasn’t done (probably because the sampling system wasn’t delivered until just
before the cruise). Yet we want people to understand that they have to look at their Pb
data critically and not assume that just because some of it makes sense, it all must be
correct. Second, there are examples in the literature of people leaving out data that
they thought were influenced by contamination but turned out to be correct because
of a process that the authors weren’t aware of (example: the North Atlantic JGOFS
Fe data, as later unearthed by Dutch scientists). By publishing this data with a flag
that says I don’t believe this, it lets other people with more information in the future re-
evaluate this conclusion. This way of presenting data is more and more the standard
in the GEOTRACES community, through, for example, the Intermediate Data Product.

"I feel the authors do not really push the source assessment to the point they could.
There is important recent isotope data out on key ‘new’ potential sources of lead in
the atmosphere such as coal, non-combustion vehicle exhausts, diesel etc for North
America and Europe. (Various papers published in EST). . ..it would also be good to be
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more clear when talking about emissions from what segment they come.. . .I don’t think
that data is presented or discussed. To this end, I am not sure if the statement re the
return of natural Pb is so clear cut. To this end, it would also be good to be more clear
when talking about emissions from what segment they come. I don’t think that data is
presented or discussed. However, I think modern new anthropogenic sources have not
been so well included."

We have made some attempt to track down the EST papers that this comment ad-
dresses (I’ve looked at 35 from the past 20 years). Although in many cases we ac-
knowledge the presence of the particular source (e.g. Pb from automobile wheel bal-
ancing weights), we have little knowledge of their isotope ratios or their transport into
the atmosphere and ocean. To really address this matter would require a whole paper
most of which wouldn’t be very relevant to the oceanic dataset at hand. So we mention
minor sources but have not carried out an extensive analysis. If the reviewer thinks this
deserves a more thorough treatment, perhaps we could get together on some future
manuscript.

"One question to me seems – how do we reconcile the 10 fold enrichment in the atmo-
sphere with 30 to 50 % natural Pb in the surface waters? I am aware Pb concentrations
have come down : : : But are they half way back to ‘normal’? Do we have a number for
pre-anthropogenic Pb concentration?"

The ten-fold enhancement number is based on GLOBAL emissions data, and does not
apply to all regions simultaneously. So although emissions from Europe and America
have dropped a lot in the past 30 years, those from Asia have increased (see discussion
in Boyle et al. (2015) Oceanography). We know that near Bermuda, Pb concentrations
of surface waters have declined from 160 pmol/kg in 1979 to <20 pmol/kg in 2011.
Coral Pb records imply that near-Bermuda Pb was about 200 pmol/kg in the mid-1970’s
(Kelly et al. 2009), so yes, there has been nearly an order of magnitude drop in Pb in
the Atlantic surface waters – about 2/3 of which is attributable to Pb gasoline phaseout
and the remaining portion due to other emission controls. Surface coral data implies
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that Atlantic surface [Pb] was about 15 pmol/kg in 1780 (Kelly et al. 2009) and deep
coral data implies that [Pb] at 1400m depth was about 3-11 pmol/kg pre-1700 (Lee,
2017 EPSL 458:223).

"Fourth, I am not sure how much mineral dust is really a source of natural lead given
the very low solubility of silicates."

Yigal Erel (Erel et al. 1991 GCA 55:707 and Erel et al. 1992 GCA 56:4157) has
shown that the primary Pb-containing minerals are largely destroyed during weathering
and the released Pb is adsorbed onto the surfaces of mineral phases such as iron
oxides. So the dissolution of silicate minerals is not required for the release of Pb
from mineral dusts. As referenced, Bridgestock et al. has made the case for some
detectable presence of crustal Pb in the tropical Atlantic ocean recently, and Chen et
al. (2017, MarPollBull 116:469) have shown that crustal Pb is exchanges with dissolved
anthropogenic Pb in continental shelf waters.

"With respect to pre-anthropogenic times, I wonder if we can ignore the importance of
passive volcanic degassing."

Russ Flegal (Flegal et al. (1993, Nature 365:242) has argued that volcanic Pb can be
seen in the Antarctic, and we know that volcanic emissions have high Pb because it
is volatile at magmatic temperatures. So yes, it is a possible source, but we can’t say
anything about whether it influences the present northern North Atlantic Pb.

"Finally, a more editorial point. I think the amount of figures can be reduced."

We have eliminated one figure.
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